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The Rebel King
by Vancelot

Summary

It was a common belief that Daemon Targaryen has always fancied power and the Iron
Throne. Yet, he could never achieve it.

As the years went by, the Rogue Prince had but resigned himself in favour of his niece,
Rhaenyra, to see it realized.

In the Battle Above the God's Eye and in the face of death, Daemon had all but given up.

However, what Daemon never expected was that he would have his chance to see it through
almost two centuries down the line.

For death is only the beginning.

Now, reborn in a world similar yet changed, Daemon will have to carve his way into this
dangerous new reality in the best way he knows; with Fire and Blood.

For the former Rogue Prince has entered a new Game Of Thrones. One as a new Rebel King.
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A New Player Is Born
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130 A.C.

'So this is it, uh?' Daemon wondered as the world around him slowed down. The wind picking
up speed against his body.

The Rogue Prince's eyes travelled from the ever-growing puddle of water that was the God's
Eye to the still-saddled corpse of his murderous bastard of a nephew, where Dark Sister had
made Aemonds's hollow eyesocket its final resting place.

Daemon smiled at the sight, even as he was fastly approaching his death. He had promised
Rhaenyra that Aemond would answer for his cruel deeds, for killing his stepson and that he
would not win his brother - the Usurper, her throne.

Next to him, Daemon watched as his loyal dragon, Caraxes continued his brutal struggle
against Vhagar, both dragons falling as their riders, all while trashing, roaring and biting
each other viciously.

None of that would matter in a few seconds.

Yet, the Prince was calm, the battle high he was experiencing moments ago dispersing to give
more clarity. He didn't panic or cried out even as the God's Eye became larger in shape,
signalling to him that his end was near. Daemon didn't even entertain the hopeful notion that
maybe by some string of luck he could survive such fall on water. He knew better, that
crashing on water at the height and speed he was taking was no different than the earth itself.

'Oh, little flame. I hope you don't waste this chance.' Daemon prayed silently to his wife. This
was bound to happen sooner and later.

Him and Aemond were both widely considered to be the principal warring figures in the Civil
War. Both carrying and leading their respective factions in battle heavily.

And both being the reason for the current stalemate.



They were too powerful in their own rights. Him, battle-hardened and well-versed in the art
of war from a life full of bloodshed and Aemond, cruel and unforgiving in battle even if he
never tasted war but having Vhagar, the largest and ancients of the dragons alive to
compensate.

So it was no maester's logic that if one were to fall, the other's faction would surely crumble.
At least, that was Daemon's logic.

That was what brought him here. To Harrenhal.

To end this stalemate and finally place his Queen - his wife, on her rightful seat at the head of
the Realm.

Daemon had come to Harrenhal to challenge his nephew in single combat and to also stop
him from razing the Riverlands to anew.

For fourteen days he waited, not sure if his nephew would take the bait.

Until Aemond finally showed up.

What followed would be known as the Battle Above the God's Eye, one that would pass down
to the ages of history with how epic and brutal it was. One that he won but not without
sacrifice.

In the end, he managed to keep his word to his beloved Queen. The rest was up to her.

'Now, I leave it all to you.' Daemon knew he did all he could to see his love triumph so there
was no going back from this. He would have to trust that Rhaenyra would be relentless and
fierce enough to be able to have a fighting chance against his half-brother, King Aegon II,
now that he had just lost his most important ally and weapon.

To win their war and sit herself on the Iron Throne, her birthright.

Where one day, his son Aegon would follow it. He only wished that he could have seen it.

Daemon was not a religious man but he hoped that if the Seven Heavens existed or another
sort of after-life for that matter, that he could one day be reunited with them. For there was
no greater love that Daemon felt for his family.

That came to a long last when Daemon felt his back crash against the water. His last
thoughts being those of his family he had formed with Rhaneyra. His own true love.

Her little dragon.

Then, his whole world went black...

Or so he thought.

As once Daemon heard from his maester during his childhood. "The Gods work in mysterious
ways."



Indeed they do.

 

275 A.C.

The soft sound of hooves reverberated in the streets of the Free City of Myr, lone and bare of
people as the moonlight shone upon it. A lone figure sitting atop said horse was the cause of
these sounds, navigating the dark lanes with extreme caution. Any other day it would have
been an easy trifle task but not now.

'But today is special' The mysterious rider thought. Today was gonna be a date to remember.
One that would leave another mark in history. Forever.

He only hoped he wasn't mistaken.

Not after waiting for this for such a long, long time. The streets here, lone as they were, still
had eyes and ears. There was always the chance that a hidden blade could be awaiting him at
every corner for his past misdeeds.

So with great control of his destrier and a lot of patience, the rider made way for a manse
where he knew his associates would be waiting for him.

The sell-swords guarding the entrance of the complex moved aside the moment the figure of
the lone man dismounted his horse, letting him enter the manse's grounds since recognizing
him as their master.

But not without noticing the small bundle close to his chest.

Once inside, the man moved throughout the labyrinth of corridors and halls, searching for a
specific meeting room.

It wasn't long until he found it, knocking on the door softly three times.

Knock knock knock

After a few moments, the door was unbolted, opening to let him enter the secret room where
some people were already waiting for him.

"Mazēdā aōha qrimbrōstan dōna jēda, zōbrie prūbres." (You took your damned sweet time,
Black Apple) Liomond Lashare, the Lord of Battles welcomed gruffly in High Valyrian, his
mother tongue, as he leaned on the side of the wall.

The newcomer known as Ser Derrick Fossoway scoffed, walking to the table in the centre of
the room. He hated to speak this riddle language but this was Essos. "Sȳz naejot ūndegon ao
arlī, Lashare." (Good to see you again, Lashare.) The former Westerosi knight bluntly
greeted. "Īlen umbagon ao naejot māzigon isse iā pālegon hen hūra." (I was expecting you to
arrive at a turn of the moon.) He turned to the other man in the room. "Se lanta hen ao."
(Both of you.)



"Īlon māstan adere than īlon pendagon. Īlon emagon issare umbagon syt ao syt iā jēda sir."
(We arrived sooner than we thought. We've been waiting for you for a week now.) Liomond
spat, complaining rather dramatically. "Ñuha vali rhaenagon naejot mazverdagon vēdros."
(My men begin to grow restless.) He added.

Things haven't been going so well with his company of sell-swords and every single day he
spent here lollygagging was a day coin could've been made.

Ser Derrick just shook his head off, a dark smile curling on his lips. "Vestragon hae ao
iderēptan naejot sagon hen āeksio hen vīlībāzma naejot āeksio hen ivestragon, hēnka hae arlī
pā." (Seems like you decided to upgrade from Lord of Battles to Lord of Complaints, same as
back then.) The ill-reputed knight cheekily replied. "Also let's stop using Valyrian when you
well know you can speak Common." He called him out in the Common Tongue.

"And I was just getting started..." Liomond wickedly smiled, conceding to Fossoway's wish.
"An apple too far from his tree in the Reach. This is Essos, Derrick, if you don't like Valyrian,
you know the way to Sunspear."

Derrick only rolled his eyes at the subtle burn, placing the small bundle he was cradling on
the wooden surface at the centre of the room.

Once the bundle was safely placed, the other individual in the room made himself known.

"Iksis ziry zirȳla?" (Is it him?) Xhobar Qhoqua, the exiled Ebon Prince from the Summer
Isles questioned after staying silent, waiting for the two to stop their bickering, glancing an
eye at the pale baby displayed on the table.

"Aye, is him." Ser Fossoway clarified them as the two men went to see the child more
closely. "Maelys's grandson... the reason I called for you."

"He looks Blackfyre for sure." Liomond commented in broken Common while holding the
babe in his arms, a puzzled expression on his face. "Are you certain he is trueborn,
Fossoway?" He turned to the knight in the room. "Samarro used to look like this and the
word "bastard" couldn't begin to cover that pirate cunt."

Ser Derrick raised his eyebrows in confusion.

"You want me to know if there was septon there when his father fucked his mother?" The
Black Apple retorted mockingly. "Why don't you better ask the Citadel for records instead?
Last I checked we were in Myr, not fucking Westeros."

"Keligon ziry, ao prūbres orvorta." (Stop it, you Apple twat.) The Lord of Battles groaned at
the sarcasm from the Bad Apple knight. "It matters greatly if we are to -"

"This is Essos, not Westeros." Ser Derrick spewed harshly. "Any child born on this side of the
Narrow Sea is trueborn enough." He gestured to the small infant in question.

"Doesn't matter if he came from a whore's legs. We should be thankful his lineage is linked
directly to Maelys. That's all that matters." Derrick implied, looking at the Ebon Prince who



was standing across the room. "Ȳdra daor ao pendagon sīr, ñuha dārilaros?" (Don't you think
so, my Prince?)

Still, the Ebon Prince wasn't too convinced in this whole ordeal. A moon ago, Ser Fossoway
dispatched some couriers across the Disputed Lands to deliver a special message exclusively
directed to the remaining members of the former infamous Band of Nine.

At least, the ones still alive that could be reached.

The missive that Xhobar and Liomond received told that another matter of great urgency had
arisen and they were to meet immediately in Myr on Fossoway's manse grounds.

Similar to what they did decades ago when they launched their invasion on Tyrosh and the
Stepstones.

Sadly for the disgraced knight, only he and the Lord of Battles were the only two curious
enough to answer whatever call the dishonoured Fossoway had made in hasty. After all, with
the Westerosi Crown still on their trail, they assumed that whatever Fossoway was brewing
was important enough for him to take the risk of being exposed.

The other remaining members of the Band of Nine, like Spotted Tom, didn't want anything to
do with the infamous Band again and others, like Nine Eyes or Samarro the Last Valyrian,
haven't been reached. Their current whereabouts unknown to all.

For all they knew, they could be dead like the Old Mother or Alequo Adarys.

"Really? He doesn't look "Monstrous" enough to me." The Summer Islander royal noted in
thick-accented Common. The child looked Valyrian indeed but how could they know he
wasn't another lost dragon seed or some Lysene look-a-like.

After all, Lys prided itself as the last Valyrian haven.

Ser Derrick huffed quite loudly at the query from the Ebon Prince.

"He is his grandson, that I assure you. I knew Maelys, same as you." The knight dispelled the
accusation made at the babe brutally. "Don't tell me you were expecting him to come with a
second head attached like his grandsire." He asked, looking perplexed by the logic of his
friend.

The Ebon Prince rolled his eyes at the jape. He wasn't that dim-witted to believe such.

Maelys was an anomaly for sure. One he hoped he would never have to cross again.

"Besides, the child will grow. That's all there is to it." The Westerosi knight asserted, leaving
no room for further discussion on the matter.

"What happened to his father?" The Lord of Battles inquired, jutting into the conversation.

"Dead." It was the flat response from the sour knight. "Knives from the King got him a moon
before I could reach him."



"A pity. The man could have been useful... but then again he was too boisterous last I heard."
Xhobar reminisced. He had gotten word that a Blackfyre male was roaming Tyrosh some
years ago but he never believed those rumours.

A total fallacy.

Everyone knew that the last of the Blackfyre pretenders died on Bloodstone in 260 A.C.,
killed by none other than Ser Barristan Selmy.

'It seems that is not the case anymore...' Xhobar thought as he looked at the child
meticulously. It seemed like the Blackfyre bloodline was hellbent on not dying out until they
could step foot on Westeros again.

"He was ratting himself out by disclosing he was a Blackfyre on every tavern of Tyrosh to
any willing ear." Ser Derrick commented. "There was nothing to be done."

"Yet, you found him thanks to that, same as those knives..." Liomond praised him, albeit
lowly.

"We will have to work with what we have." The knight stated back, looking at his former
brothers-in-arms with an impish grin. "Are you in for the task, my Ninepenny King friends?"
He asked them, all of them Ninepenny Kings once upon a time.

But Xhobar still had questions before he could accept. "What about the mother?"

"Already taken care of." The Bad Apple cryptically said. "She won't say a thing... ever."

'Talk about being heartless' Liomond winced at the words. He could only imagine how that
woman went down just for siring the wrong babe. 'But oh well, people die every day in this
world. What is one more woman to them?...' He was still unfazed though.

"I say we go for it." The Lord of Battles proposed after a beat. "Westeros is growing
contemptuous of the Targaryens with each passing day. This mayhaps will be finally our
chance at grandeur, to enter history and sagas as victors of legend." He could only imagine.
Liomond Lashare, the first Master of War of the new Blackfyre regime.

'I wonder if I could claim Harrenhal for myself after that. House Lashare of Harrenhal has a
nice ring to it...' The Lord of Battles smiled at the idea in his mind. Harrenhal was said to be
the largest castle the world has ever seen. With him as Lord, he would make that castle a
force to be reckoned with. Not to mention that he would have access to both land and water
via the God's Eye to Blackwater Bay and all the way to the Narrow Sea. It would be a sight to
see.

"A Sixth Blackfyre Rebellion? Are you drunk, Lashare?" Xhobar contested with incredulity.
Does this man not remember what happened fifteen years ago?

"Gods be willing, yes. And no, I am sober but I don't plan to be for long." The sell-sword
captain heartily replied. "This is cause for celebration!"



"Iksā ribazmoqitta." (You're insane.) The Ebon Prince criticized his companions. "Both of
you... we lost, remember? What makes you all think this time we will be lucky, eh?" He
turned to Ser Fossoway, asking the two for reasons they considered they could win this time.
"There is a reason the Seven Kingdoms put a bounty on our heads."

"Why do we think we will succeed this time?" Asked Ser Derrick rhetorically, more to
himself.

The Bad Apple decided to answer the exiled Prince's question by pointing a finger at the
child in the room. "Because we got him, and there won't be another time in known history
when such coincidences will play on our side again.

Xhobar crossed his arms over his uncovered chest. "Coincidences you say?"

Ser Derrick nodded.

"Explain."

"Think about it, Qhoqua." Derrick poked his own head as he began to pace around. "All the
past Blackfyre Rebellions, from first to last, have failed. Only the first one got some degree
of success before it was snuffed out. Why? Is it because they were made in hasty? Because
they lacked the strength? Or because the Gods simply don't look kindly on pretenders'
whims?" He asked his audience to ponder on.

"Because they lacked the strength. Surely that was the reason." The Esssosi sell-sword
captain offered after thinking on it deeply. His sobriquet as the "Lord of Battles" wasn't just
for show, earning it thanks to his planning, strategy and an almost perfect record of victories
and successful jobs he and his company had made across western Essos.

But Ser Derrick shook his head.

That made Liomond frown at the gesture. 'Did I overlook something?'

"No. None of them, Lashare." Derrick answered. "For the Seven's sake, the Targaryens don't
and didn't have dragons anymore!"

"Why they failed then?" Xhobar pried into, staring at the black knight to go straight to the
point.

"Yes, please enlighten us, oh wise Apple." The Lord of Battle was on the same page.

Fossoway took a deep breath, letting the words flow from his lips freely.

"They failed 'cause every time they did, the Seven Kingdoms stood united against such
threat. The first one being the only exception, the rift caused by King Aegon the Unworthy in
Westeros too big and too fresh." He explained. "That's why it was successful to some extent
and the others didn't. As long as Westeros remains united, it wouldn't have mattered if
Maelys had managed to get all the Free Cities under his banner. We'd have still failed. But
now... luck is bright on our side."



"Se bisa riña kessa sagon se nūmāzma naejot bona?" And this child will be the bridge to
that? The Ebon Prince raised an eyebrow.

The Black Apple nodded.

"War is looming, my brothers, and is up to us to take this chance or forever let it go with the
wind. Despite whatever decision we make today, we will have to live the rest of our lives
with the burden of 'what could've been if...?'" The Westerosi knight glanced at both his
former partners, now speaking softly. "So... are you willing to throw your lot with me in this
new enterprise one more time?"

The men remained silent, both thinking deeply about what the disgraced knight just said for a
while.

All in all, until Liomond circled the table and went to stand in front of Ser Derrick and for a
moment Xhobar thought that the Essosi captain would walk away.

He couldn't have been more mistaken.

"Fortune favours the bold, wasn't it?" Liomond asked Fossoway with a straight face before a
grin spread across his face, tapping the black knight's pauldrons amicably. "Count me in, Ser
Apple. I don't want to be lost to history as just some sell-sword captain that longed for
greatness but failed. I'll pledge my sharp mind, my pocket and my swords for this cause."

Ser Fossoway smiled, nodding back to his friend though the shine in the knight's eyes showed
he was moved by his words.

Liomond turned to the Summer Islander, the grin not fading from his face.

"What about you, Xhobar? Will you have our backs in this madman's pursue?"

The Ebon Prince stood quiet for some moments, absorbing the words from the Westerosi
knight and thinking up all probable outcomes that could be born from it, most of them ending
with him dying in battle, getting kneeled over the headsman's block or rotting in some dark
hole.

All the more reasons to not follow this hunch.

On one hand, Prince Xhobar wasn't so fond of House Blackfyre and their cause. Firstly
because he wasn't in any way linked to them nor he was interested in Westeros and their
tumultuous internal affairs. His ambitions laid elsewhere, on the Summer Isles.

Second, from his past membership in the Band of Nine, he had known Maelys personally and
the man wasn't your typical charismatic leader that inspired loyalty. The only thing he learned
from Maelys was fear, lunacy and cruelty. If this child was related to him, Xhobar didn't trust
those traits would lay dormant forever.

And third, there was no security in what Derrick said, only a guess, a blind leap of faith.
Westeros politics was like the sea tides, ever-changing day and night.



For one second, the Ebon Prince decided that the most sensible answer would be to decline
but then he remembered what drove him here.

His own ambition.

Xhobar wasn't an idiot. He knew he would never be able to claim the Summer Isles without
help. Almost all magisters, merchant princes, archons, slave lords and other men of power he
had come to cross in Essos didn't have any sort of interest in that gods-forsaken archipelago
in the middle of the sea.

To this day, his retinue still consisted mostly of those men that loyally followed him when he
was exiled and didn't die in the Ninepenny Kings War, with only a few dozens he had
gathered in all his time here.

They didn't even amount to three hundred.

The Ebon Prince knew too he was ageing. Compared to when he first set foot in Essos as a
lad of nine and ten, he thought it would be relatively easy to gather allies to retake his
birthright. Now he understood that even if he worked his sell-sword company like slaves, he
would never be able to mass the necessary coin to fund a decent invasion army in one single
life, lest so to fund a fleet to sail there.

So, here was, between a sword and a hard place. Xhobar hadn't survived this long by being
naive but he knew deep in his heart that if he ever wanted to see his ultimate goal reached, he
would have to take a leap into the unknown.

Besides, he had already survived one Blackfyre failed uprising.

'How hard can it be to survive another?' Xhobar snorted as a faint smirk betrayed his usual
stony features. He chuckled. "Alright. I'll bite... I'll give this endeavour a chance."

His companions look glad at that until the exiled Prince's voice grew serious again as his eyes
steeled themselves, boring right into his accomplices' eyes. "But only a chance... so you
better not lead us into some folly's errand, Fossoway."

"Oh, my Ebon Prince. You should be already acquainted with disappointment." Derrick
jested. "It's an occupational hazard in our line of work."

Xhobar accepted the answer.

"Now." Fossoway gathered the men's attention once more. "What should we name him?" He
gestured to the forgotten child in the middle of the room.

"His mother didn't name him?"

"Let's just say she didn't have time to do so." Ser Derrick shrugged in indifference. "Nor that
I cared to ask her in the first place."

"Mmm... in that case, I propose Daemon. Yes, Daemon of House Blackfyre." Liomond
suggested after thinking about it for a few seconds. It was a strong and famous name with a



lengthy history, bored by the most audacious and fearless Targaryens and Blackfyres. It also
served as a homage to the very founder of House Blackfyre.

'Like this child who is now the last member of it' Liomond had a gut feeling about it.

"I like it." Fossoway agreed, turning to Xhobar. "Qhoqua?"

The ebony-coloured man just nodded. The name felt right so he didn't object.

"It's settled then."

"Prince Xhobar of the Summer Isles, would you do us the honours and name this child on this
self-same day?" Derrick requested and the Ebon Prince would be lying if he said he was not
surprised.

"Skoro syt nyke?" (Why me?) The foreign Prince retorted in slight confusion. "Shouldn't it be
you as the only Westerosi and knight here?"

"Well, as the only other member of royal blood in this group. I thought it would be symbolic
that you name this child and grant him his rightful titles. Better than a disgraced knight or an
Essosi commoner."

"Oh, fuck you. Like if knighthood meant shit here!"

"Very well." Xhobar nodded, making way to the table and taking in his arm the young babe,
raising him for all eyes in the room to see.

"By unanimous decision, I, Xhobar Qhoqua, rightful Prince of Tall Trees Town, hereby name
this child to be known, now and forth, as Daemon of House Blackfyre, the Sixth of his name,
rightful King of the Andals, the Rhoynar and the First Men, true Lord of the Seven Kingdoms
and Protector of the Realm." He raised baby Daemon higher before lowering him to his own
chest.

"Hail King Daemon." Liomond voiced, banging his fist on the table. "Cheer up, Xhobar. Now
you are a Kingmaker!"

Xhobar turned Daemon around in his arms to take a better look at his face before he returned
him to his blanket.

Only to be met with a bewildering sight.

"What?" Liomond inquired after seeing the ebony man go suddenly quiet as he gazed into
Daemon's face. "Skoros iksis ziry?" What is it?

"Nothing." Xhobar quickly answered, handing Daemon to Fossoway who received it. "I
remembered I have something to do."

"Really? There's no rush, friend. You can stay here if you want. I don't mind." Derrick
reminded him.



"I appreciate it but I have to go back to my camp quick. See you on the morrow to discuss
any further plans." With that, the exiled Prince from the Summer Isles left the room, set to
meet his men camping outside Myr.

But even as he walked through the corridors of the manse, to the exit of the complex and into
the lone streets, he couldn't quite shake the sight of what he had seen just a few moments ago.

Daemon Blackfyre

The strange child's eyes stared right at him, never deviating or blinking but burning at his
soul in a way that no babe of some moons could, as if trying to take a measure out of him,
studying him.

For a moment, the Ebon Prince thought he saw something in those violet eyes.

Something that spoke of ulterior knowledge and greater insight hidden in those orbs. Orbs
that spoke of past lives and bitter experiences. A visage that only grown men and old
warriors could only rightly bear.

'How could he have that look?' Xhobar wondered, even as he stepped out of the manse but
couldn't come up with any explanation for what he observed.

'That child is truly of Maelys's line...' It seemed like every Targaryen or Blackfyre was born
with their unique oddity in tow. Maelys was truly a horrifying thing to see, hence his
sobriquet "the Monstrous". Of that was no question.

A natural-born kinslayer with a strength to rival those of the big apes that roamed the jungles
of Sothoryos, a sadistic monster that loved to kill, butchering his own cousin for leadership
and ambition before dragging them on a madman crusade against the Seven Kingdoms that
ended in total disaster.

'But the look in that kid's eyes...' Honestly, it was something eerie to gaze upon. Xhobar dared
say it, even as striking as Maelys's second vestigial head.

The Ebon Prince once thought the child looked normal but now he had to reevaluate his own
judgment on that. Because now he knew Daemon Blackfyre the Sixth was anything but
normal. 'Just like the rest of them'

He idly wondered what would the future have in store for them.

Would this child truly lead them all to victory or doom them all to a fiery death?

Only time could tell.

Chapter End Notes
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Death is Only the Beginning
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Fire.

That's all Daemon could see when his eyes landed on the burning pyre of his father. Flames
licking at the air as they blazed widely, never tame.

It was truly a shock to everyone - if not just him - how sudden could life end in the most
unusual ways thought possible. One minute you could be as healthy as an ox and the other,
you could drop dead like a fly.

Daemon struggled to understand that, even as Viserys whispered right to his ear that
everything would be alright while the body of their sire became ash.

A burst belly.

His father - Prince Baelon the Brave - had died not in battle or in any other manner
deserving of a royal from House Targaryen. He had perished because a gut of his had
decided to pop out of nowhere like a bottle of Arbor Gold.

Life was strange indeed.

Beside Daemon and his brother, stood their immediate family. Their grandfather - King
Jaehaerys I and his cousin - Rhaenys, with her husband, Corlys Velaryon. His sister-in-law
and cousin, Aemma Arryn, carrying his little niece Rhaenyra in her arms, too oblivious to
understand what was happening around her.

Him and Viserys were the only ones alone, huddled together, for they were newly made
orphans now. Vaghar watching over them protectively atop one of the hill on the cliffside of
Blackwater's Bay after incinerating his late's rider body.

"It was the will of the Gods, brother. There was nothing we could do." Viserys claimed
through tears as if the Seven were whispering in his ear and he was their damned oracle, just
repeating the words he was told like some parrot from the Summer Isles.

Daemon stifled back a sharp laugh as his own tears threatened to fall from his eyes but he
refused. His brother may have the heart of a maiden, always desperate to see the goodness in
things but he didn't. He saw the world as it was.

Cruel, unfair and unforgiving.

He was a warrior like his father. He was better than that.

'The will of the Gods? To die like this? What a joke!'  He would be sure to tell the Gods that
when he left this wretched world.



That their sense of humour was impeccable, above all others.

Prince Daemon promised that day.

If he only knew that he wouldn't have the chance.

Not in that life at least.

 

Daemon didn't know what happened. He guessed that this is what death must feel like.

A void of endless darkness, for he could not see or hear anything yet he could feel himself
whole.

Not living, just existing.

He surrendered to it, to the eternal pit of blackness that marked death - the end of someone's
life road.

The last thing Daemon could recall was an instant pain that expanded from his back to the
rest of his body as he crashed violently into the God's Eye.

His body went numb after that, as he felt life abandon his mortal form as he sank further and
further into the bottom of the lake.

His vision darkening until it finally faded. The last thoughts he had were those of a bitter
completion of a task well-done.

But what Daemon hadn't expected was for his ears to catch on muffled voices as he struggled
to open his eyes that for some reason felt so heavy.

Then, he felt the water around him clear out as some unknown force gripped him, pushing
him out, expelling him from wherever he was until Daemon sensed air, breathing and filling
his lungs once more.

An unmistakable warmth enveloped him soon after, similar to that of a woman's body that
he'd become so accustomed to during his long stays at the Street of Silk.

He certainly didn't expect death to feel so... soothing. He didn't ask, just welcomed it.

After that, Daemon continued to see darkness.

He couldn't know how much time he passed like this, just dozing off and standing still.

Time passed ambiguously around him, as he mostly sleep around, not knowing where or what
was happening around him besides the faint feminine voice which he could hardly
distinguish and the times he felt he was being fed by suckling on something fleshy he could
almost recall as a teat.



He didn't know if he should feel elated or disturbed at the notion for he was a grown man
above forty namedays.

The Rogue Prince could not recall how many days he spent like this, caged in this endless
cycle of ignorance of his surroundings and vulnerability.

Until finally, something broke that monotony he had come to hate.

Daemon could hardly open his eyes at the time his everlasting peace was broken all of the
sudden.

The sound of doors being blown off their hinges followed by screams and sounds of
unsheathing of swords. The faint sound of steel slashes against flesh being a pleasant
welcomed guest as the smell of blood, one he had been so familiar with, hit his nostrils,
filling him with glee.

Glee that there was more to death than this boring dawdling.

The two figures in his line of vision, too blurry to discern, engaged one another until one, the
bigger one, only remained. The spectacle, quick as it came, ended in silence.

Then, Daemon felt the cold touch of steel gauntlets hit his bare skin. It had to be bare, either
how could he feel such bitter cold?

Daemon felt the mysterious figure grab him as another sensation hit him; the soft wool of
blankets enveloping his body, giving him warmth again.

Then, things went into a blur again, too fast for Daemon to remember. He could only recall a
myriad of sensations hitting him at once altogether, most of them too complex and quick to
acknowledge but he still managed to discern some such as the smell and whines of horses,
being fed crude food and sounds of a million voices around him like if he was in King's
Landing buzzing markets.

But he could never know for sure, his vision still trying to accustom as the faint figures of
people plagued him.

Then, the scenario changed again.

Daemon didn't have to be a sailor to know that he was on the sea, more probably on a ship,
for he didn't feel the wetness of the seawater as the continuous sway and forth of the ground
reached him. The sticky sea breeze layering his skin salty.

The endless crash of the waves, for once, a piece of music to lull into peaceful resolution.

It was not until much later that Daemon in frustration, through sheer will and strength,
managed to pry his eyes open - to get rid of the cloud of ignorance that shadowed him -
wanting to see what was beyond life and death by any means necessary.

A boost of euphoria followed such, too shortlived as he took with hunger all the details
around him.



He was right.

He was indeed on the sea. The feeble rays of the moonlight blinding him in a haze for the
first time in what felt like years.

Yet, Daemon could never forget the colour of the sea.

He could finally see everything clearly, getting shit surprised after seeing an unknown man's
face covering his whole view when he tried to turn his head sideways.

Daemon was taken back.

He had expected to see Rhaenyra, his children, or his parents and brother in whatever kind of
afterlife this seemed to be but never this.

Not this man, if he was one, who he'd never seen or met.

'Maybe he is the Father' Daemon concluded. Perhaps this was One of the Seven Heavens
those septons preached about daily. The one of the Father.

Daemon had never considered himself to be a pious man but he would accept whatever thing
fate had in store for him. He would take it, not like he had any other choice. 'Or perhaps he is
the Drowned God' With the sea and all, it wasn't too farfetched to think so.

But Daemon would be lying if he said he wasn't disappointed in his choice of afterlife. He
had expected to fall in with his Valyrians Gods of Old.

'At least, put me in the Warrior's Heaven... or the Maiden's' The former Rogue Prince thought
lecherously, salivating at the thought of meeting and - maybe even - swept off her feet the
Maiden herself. That itself would make an epic tale for the aeons to come.

Daemon knew Rhaenyra would demand the head of any woman or whore that dared to bed
him before feeding them to Syrax but that didn't faze Daemon in the slightest now.

He was dead.

He loved his wife, truly he did. She would always hold a special place in his heart like Laena,
for he gave all his complete love and devotion to them in their own time.

But this was the damned afterlife. They probably would never be going to see each other
again, so what Rhaenyra didn't know couldn't hurt her and Daemon would be fibbing if he
said the divine touch of the Maiden or a regular maid, in any case, wouldn't ease his...
loneliness quite a bit.

'But beggars can be choosers, right?' At least that was what Daemon entertained for some
moments before his previous notion about the afterlife were shattered like glass and thrown
overboard when his eyes came to rest at a very familiar seaport on the horizon.

Myr



'No fucking way...' It was Myr. It had to be. No other Free City had those white pristine
bridges and walls adorning their ports. So it was either Myr or White Harbour but the humid
climate pretty much told which was which.

It was almost like the Myr he remembered, the one he had visited during his youth.

Gazing hungrily at the Free City, Daemon, at that moment, all but understood.

This was no afterlife.

This was something else.

A new chance at life.

 

It was the hour of the owl when the ship touched the harbour. In all that time, Daemon had
managed to come to peace with his current predicament. He had a long time to contemplate
and hold a grip on the situation he was in.

He wasn't dead like he thought.

He was alive. Reborn, even.

All this time Daemon had spent in the darkness he had been a babe, when he believed he was
nothing but a spirit, wandering the unknown realms of death 'til the end of times.

Now he knew the why no one could remember their infancy.

It was such a dull time to live. That explained quite a lot of things.

Daemon noted that the man cradling him brought him to a large building in the dark of the
night. The former Rogue Prince prayed that the man in his care wasn't giving him to a Red
Temple.

He didn't want to become some sissy-robbed priest or be used as a male-whore for those Red
God's fanatics. He would hang himself before some old cunt would try to bugger him in the
ass like his nephew Laenor was so fond of, but not before finding the same man who
delivered him here to rip him to anew.

He didn't do so thankfully.

Daemon almost sighed in relief.

Instead, the man took him inside some kind of estate, placing him at a table once inside as he
went to speak to others individuals in the room.

There, Daemon learned the identity of the man who brought him here as well as those
meeting him.



Ser Derrick Fossoway 

Some Westerosi knight Daemon hadn't the tiniest fuck of an idea as to who could be.

From his tiring classes about politics and history with his late maester Runciter, he could
vaguely recall hearing about House Fossoway.

An insignificant House from the Reach. Strangely, House Fossoway must be now split into
branches since the sigil in the knight's outer garment didn't look like a red apple, instead
looking blackish. 

'Kinda like a rotten apple' Daemon wondered until he learned the man had been disgraced
and probably was cast out.

The next one to make an acquaintance was Liomond Lashare. 

Another nobody from Essos. Captain of his own company of sell-swords. Besides that, there
was nothing he could highlight from the man other that he was called the Lord of Battles.

Daemon briefly wondered if "Battles" was the name of a keep or a town.

Maybe he was overthinking and it was only a cheap moniker. 'Like the Crabfeeder'

The final one was perhaps one of the most interesting characters Daemon's eyes laid upon,
for the man's skin colour already reminded him of Lord Corlys, Laena, Laenor and the
entirety of House Velaryon except his cousin Rhaenys. However, what really took his
attention was the ancient kind of armour the man was garbed in, complemented by those
armoured gilded skirts of old.

The man was the Ebon Prince, Xhobar Qhoqua.

From where? Daemon didn't know.

Yet the man was a royal like him, if Fossoway calling him Prince in High Valyrian was the
way to go.

Daemon gave special scrutiny to what the men were saying in the room, filling him with
curiosity as it slowly pooled into dread.

The roots of the ongoing conversation in the room slowly turning from informative to
borderline treasonous.

According to these people, he supposedly was - now - a member of House Blackfyre. A likely
noble House that he had never heard from nor seen in his life. The only Blackfyre he knew
was not a House but a sword. His late's brother sword, passed down to his ignoramus of a
nephew.

Apparently, he was the heir and last known member of it due to him being related to some
man called Maelys that had caused some great war to contend his former House's hold on the
Iron Throne.



Daemon was surprised that this new House of his had instigated five revolts against the Seven
Kingdoms in what appeared to be a short span of time.

Daemon was appalled, livid even, at the notion of another House trying to topple his.

Until reality finally dawned upon him at the newest implications being thrown like arrows at
his persona.

'By the Gods... please anything but this' Daemon prayed that these imputations were false but
he knew it was for nought.

The Gods had decided to bring him forth again in this world only to side him - pit him -
against his own House, like some sort of sick punishment for his past life of debauchery and
excess.

Which he would never regret by the way.

He was now born a claimant of the Iron Throne, therefore a direct threat against his beloved
House and their crown, like his half-blood nephews.

Worst it all, he could predict he was gonna be used by these three fools as means to glory and
riches beyond their wettest dreams if the way they were so jubilant about it told him
something. 'These bastards leeches...'

But that piece of information gave way to more frightening thoughts.

Daemon was no simpleton but he trust himself to recall anything about a rebellion on
Westeros, let alone five in quick succession, for the education he received from maester
Runciter was considered top tier - only reserved for the royal family and their House.

At that, Daemon felt a rock drop on his stomach as a new wave of anxiety spread across his
form.

This was not his time.

This was not the world he left.

'How much time has passed!?'

The former Rogue Prince was too busy trying to make sense of this overload of information
when suddenly he saw the ebony man lifting him over his arms for all those in the room to
see.

"By unanimous decision, I, Xhobar Qhoqua, rightful Prince of Tall Trees Town, hereby name
this child to be known, now and forth, as Daemon of House Blackfyre, the Sixth of his name,
rightful King of the Andals, the Rhoynar and the First Men, true Lord of the Seven Kingdoms
and Protector of the Realm." The Summer Islander proclaimed.

'So he is a foreign Prince forced out from his homeland too, eh' Like he twice was in the past.
Daemon chuckled internally, feeling like he could relate to this man.



The moment he heard the word "rightful" and "Tall Trees Town", Daemon finished placing
the last puzzle on the man's identity.

The dark-skinned man was an exiled Prince of the Summer Isles.

Following that, Daemon allowed himself to calm down a little. He was a Daemon again.

In the end, they didn't take his glorious name away. That would have been too much.

Then, the exiled Prince brought him to his eye level, taking a long and good look at him.

Daemon glared back, in defiance but also in curiosity, trying to determine the nature of this
man as he exchanged looks from one fellow warrior to another.

Surprisingly, the ebony man's eye widened in astonishment before forcing him into Ser
Derrick's arms and bidding his friends good night.

Not long after, Derrick would call out to someone as the two men left the room to continue
their small talk elsewhere.

'To go drinking perhaps' It was feasible. Daemon would gamble all his golden dragons to that
assumption if he had any on him.

As the men left, a woman - probably a wet nurse or a slave - went to retrieve him, lulling him
to sleep. Daemon tried to keep awake but the strain of the day as well as these new
revelations on his path finally took their toll on his small body.

The night fading into a quick blur.

 

The next day, the three former members of the Band of Nine assembled themselves in
Fossoway's solar, to break fast as well as to clear out some issues in their new enterprise.

"All right, m'lords." Ser Derrick clear his throat after finishing his meal. "It's time to decide
how will proceed with this from now on."

They all nodded, listening to whatever the knight wanted to say.

"No doubt, we all have our own business to attend to and I wouldn't want to continue
delaying them so let's straighten this up before the magisters of the city start asking questions
about the armed men outside their city walls." Fossoway openly suggested. The people of
Essos might be accustomed to sell-swords armies roaming the lands and circling their cities
but not for long periods of time. They would grow restless.

The magisters of Myr would start asking questions soon if those sell-swords continued to be
there. Questions that Derrick would prefer to not answer.



"I propose that Daemon stays with me." Liomond advocated, wiping out any leftovers from
his mouth and lips with his arm. "I got my own estate in Pentos which could be fitted to raise
a child in any case a war breaks out between the Three Whores like they always do."

"What if he dies on the voyage there?" Ser Derrick countered swiftly, clearly against such a
dangerous idea.

He didn't bust his ass like an ox to retrieve Daemon - risking himself to the Tyroshi archon
and his City Watch, only for the kid to die days later in the care of another. Not if he could
help it.

"Die?" Liomond's eyebrow rose up at him. "You did the same when you took him from
Tyrosh!"

"I took a gamble doing that." Fossoway pointed out. "I highly doubt that luck could extend to
you."

"Bah! You don't know that!" The Lord of Battles bickered, raising his voice. "You're just
being irrational and mistrusting as always. In other words, a paranoic cunt!"

"Irrational? I prefer levelheaded." The knight shot back. "I haven't reached this far in life by
trusting my well-being as well as my earthly possessions into another's arms. If you want a
job well done you must do so yourself. I say he stays!"

"What do you think, Qhoqua? Who should be the one to take our kingling with them?"
Liomond asked through gritted teeth, directing his gaze to the darkest-coloured man in the
room. "Some shamed knight from Westeros... or a true battle-hardened sellsword captain that
actually knows his way through Essos?

The Ebon Prince stood quiet, contemplating both choices for a moment before speaking out
moments later.

"Both of you are good choices for Daemon to be raised." He began. "However, I agree with
Black Apple's judgement. The kid is too young, he could tumble and die if a storm hit your
vessel." Xhobar explained soundly.

The Lord of Battles grumbled lowly before another idea crossed his mind.

"Well, then I will take him by foot."

Xhobar sighed in annoyance. This man just wouldn't quit it, would he?

"Same thing with heat waves. Pentos is leagues away with no settlements in between here
and there."

"Not to say the desert bandits and the damned Dothrakis in the lands above the Sea of
Myrth." Ser Derrick followed Xhobar's comment, hammering the point home. "You would be
dooming the child to death or slavery before he even hit his first nameday."



"The Ebon Prince is right." The knight asserted. "The little kingling needs to stay here, where
he will learn and be squired by me until he reaches a certain age. I doubt you or any of your
men know how to tend to a kid."

"What age, then?" Lashare conceded, running out of ideas to counter their claims.

"I say... nine namedays." The Westerosi proposed. "Of course, you are free to visit and check
on him anytime."

"Ha! We'll be too busy gaining gold to do that but oh well..."

"Alright." Xhobar agreed, his deep voice marking an end to the former discussion. "Until
Daemon hits nine, he will be allowed to travel and squire with us."

"The matter is settled, then." Ser Derrick accepted. "Good luck on your travels and try to not
die. We are still in phase one of our project."

"As if! I was not named the Lord of Battles for losing them, Fossoway. Hope you don't rot
away like the sour Apple you are." The Essosi captain mocked arrogantly before standing
from the dining table. "See you on the fields, my brothers." The Lord of Battles farewell as
he made his descent on the staircase to exit the room and the estate altogether.

Ser Derrick only rolled his eyes before gesturing with his hand to adieu him, turning to the
Summer Islander after the echoes of Liomond's footsteps went quiet.

"My Prince..."

Xhobar stood up from the table too, spear in hand.

"I'll be visiting here now and then... my assignments usually don't take me to the far north or
east as our esteemed friend."

Both men chuckled, they were probably gonna see each other faces sooner rather than
Liomond's, who could be all the way to Ibben due to the variety of jobs he took.

"I guess you're right." Fossoway gave him one of his rare smiles. "Take care, ñuha dārilaros."
(My Prince.) He offered one of his hands to the exiled Prince.

The Ebon Prince looked at the outstretched limb for a moment before accepting the gesture,
shaking both their hands.

"So do you, Fossoway. So do you..."
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